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polymer wikipedia Mar 26 2024 a polymer ˈ p ɒ l ɪ m ər is a substance
or material consisting of very large molecules called macromolecules
composed of many repeating subunits due to their broad spectrum of
properties both synthetic and natural polymers play essential and
ubiquitous roles in everyday life
polymer definition properties types and applications Feb 25 2024 a
polymer is a class of natural and synthetic substances composed of
very large molecules natural polymers are the major building blocks of
living organisms including proteins polyamides polynucleotides rna dna
and lignins coniferyl alcohol compounds various natural and man made
minerals also qualify as polymers
polymer description examples types material uses Jan 24 2024 polymer
any of a class of natural or synthetic substances composed of very
large molecules called macromolecules that are multiples of simpler
chemical units called monomers polymers make up many of the materials
in living organisms including for example proteins cellulose and
nucleic acids moreover they constitute the basis of such
explainer what are polymers science news explores Dec 23 2023 polymer
a substance made from long chains of repeating groups of atoms
manufactured polymers include nylon polyvinyl chloride better known as
pvc and many types of plastics natural polymers include rubber silk
and cellulose found in plants and used to make paper for example
what is a polymer live science Nov 22 2023 polymers are materials made
of long repeating chains of molecules the materials have unique
properties depending on the type of molecules being bonded and how
they are bonded some polymers
what are polymers iupac international union of pure and Oct 21 2023
polymers are substances made of macromolecules molecules with a high
molar mass composed of repeating units
8 7 properties of polymers chemistry libretexts Sep 20 2023 8 7
properties of polymers page id learning objectives know the properties
of polymers based on their molecular and intermolecular structures
know the relationship between degree of crystallinity to physical
properties of polymers the physical properties of a polymer such as
its strength and flexibility depend on
30 6 polymer structure and physical properties chemistry Aug 19 2023
30 synthetic polymers expand collapse global location 30 6 polymer
structure and physical properties page id polymer crystallinity to
account for the physical differences between the different types of
polymers the nature of the aggregate macromolecular structure or
morphology of each substance must be considered
16 7 polymers chemistry libretexts Jul 18 2023 16 7 polymers page id
anonymous libretexts learning objectives define the terms monomer and
polymer draw the structure of a polymer from its monomer among other
applications organic chemistry has had a huge impact on the
development of modern materials called polymers
polymer chemistry wikipedia Jun 17 2023 viscosity classification see



also references polymer chemistry portion of backbone of nylon 6 6
polymer chemistry is a sub discipline of chemistry that focuses on the
structures of chemicals chemical synthesis and chemical and physical
properties of polymers and macromolecules
polymer definition and examples thoughtco May 16 2023 a polymer is a
large molecule made up of chains or rings of linked repeating subunits
which are called monomers polymers usually have high melting and
boiling points because the molecules consist of many monomers polymers
tend to have high molecular masses
how are polymers made scientific american Apr 15 2023 july 27 1998 3
min read how are polymers made the sciences frank n kelley dean of the
college of polymer science and polymer engineering at the university
of akron provides the
plastic polymers synthetic recycling britannica Mar 14 2023 polymers
are chemical compounds whose molecules are very large often resembling
long chains made up of a seemingly endless series of interconnected
links
major industrial polymers types examples facts Feb 13 2023 pvc
silicone major industrial polymers chemical compounds used in the
manufacture of synthetic industrial materials in the commercial
production of plastics elastomers man made fibres adhesives and
surface coatings a tremendous variety of polymers are used there are
many ways to classify these compounds
what are some examples of polymers thoughtco Jan 12 2023 a polymer is
a large molecule that is made up of repeating subunits connected to
each other by chemical bonds do you need some examples of polymers
here is a list of materials that are natural and synthetic polymers
plus some examples of materials that are not polymers at all natural
polymers
polymers for advanced technologies wiley online library Dec 11 2022
journal overview polymers for advanced technologies is published in
response to recent significant changes in the patterns of materials
research and development worldwide attention has been focused on the
critical importance of materials in the creation of new devices and
systems
introduction to monomers and polymers in chemistry thoughtco Nov 10
2022 updated on june 26 2019 a monomer is a type of molecule that has
the ability to chemically bond with other molecules in a long chain a
polymer is a chain of an unspecified number of monomers essentially
monomers are the building blocks of polymers which are more complex
type of molecules
polymers classification types uses properties and Oct 09 2022
structure types properties polymers and their monomers polymerization
reactions molecular mass of polymers uses of polymers faqs polymers
are created by the process of polymerization wherein their constituent
elements called monomers are reacted together to form polymer chains i
e 3 dimensional networks forming the polymer bonds



polymer fundamentals chemistry libretexts Sep 08 2022 1130 polymers
are long chain giant organic molecules are assembled from many smaller
molecules called monomers polymers consist of many repeating monomer
units in long chains sometimes with branching or cross linking between
the chains a polymer is analogous to a necklace made from many small
beads monomers
list of synthetic polymers wikipedia Aug 07 2022 brand names summary
chart plastic identification codes see also references list of
synthetic polymers some familiar household synthetic polymers include
nylons in textiles and fabrics teflon in non stick pans bakelite for
electrical switches polyvinyl chloride pvc in pipes etc
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